
Hives

1 Colour / 1 Finish / 1 Size

Hives is a new take on the artisanal production process of extruding terracotta, featuring 

a hexagonal brick. Designed to build walls, architectural structures and furnishings, Hives 

generates original graphic patterns thanks to its particular shape inspired by beehives.

Wall: DTIH 01 Natural

Pillar: DTIH 01 NaturalDesign Konstantin Grcic

Terracotta 3D



Counter: DTIH 01 Natural

Wall Structure: DTIH 01 Natural
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Sizes

(N) Nominal size – pressed edge. Swatch colours may vary from original. 
Samples should be requested. Due to Hives being an artisanal product, 
a tolerance of 1-3mm is expected. Hives is suitable for use on indoor and 
outdoor walls with a maximum height of 4m.

1 225 x 130  (N)

Size (mm)

DTIH 01

Colour AvailabilityThickness

70

Finish

Natural

1

DTIH 01 Natural
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Special Pieces

Wall: DTIH 01 Natural

Swatch colours may vary from original. Samples should be requested. Due to 
Hives being an artisanal product, a tolerance of 1-3mm is expected.

1

2

Linear Profile
300 x 95

Terminal Profile
300 x 95

Size (mm)

DTIH 01

DTIH 01

Colour AvailabilityFinish

Natural

Natural

Thickness

40

40

1

2



Layout Proposals

Layout A
45 pieces per square metre

Layout B
30 pieces per square metre

Hives can be used to build partition walls characterised by a 
pattern that plays with the juxtaposition of solids and voids.

Layout C
61 pieces per square metre

Placing Hives elements in a flat orientation allows 
the creation of high decorative curved walls.

Layout D
186 pieces per square metre

Layout E
Side Column: 62 pieces per square metre
Central Area: 46 pieces per square metre

Hives can be used both indoor and outdoor, so long as under cover.

Layout F
61 pieces per square metre

Layout G
84 pieces per linear metre

Layout H
84 pieces per linear metre

Hives elements can be laid flush with each other or in a 
staggered arrangement. The angles of the hexagon make 
it possible to create modern and innovative columns.
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